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Local History Link 
Keeping you in touch during the coronavirus pandemic                    No. 34 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Welcome to edition No. 34 of Local History Link. We start this week with David and Duncan’s recollections 
of cinemas in the town. David also recalls fishing on the pier and Jim writes about Hockley Spa. He also 
remembers ‘Uncle Jim’, who lost his life in The Great War. 
We thank all our contributors who enable us to publish an edition each week, so please keep sending your 
articles, photos, etc., by email to Jim at jsanctuary28@gmail.com or post to 28 Darlinghurst Grove, Leigh-on-
Sea, SS9 3LG. Keep safe and keep well! Tony, Tricia and Jim 

 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

 
THE MASCOT CINEMA, WESTCLIFF 

 
I’d lay a penny to a pound that several of our group members will have enjoyed watching a film or two at the 
old Mascot Cinema located along the London Road on the corner of Beedell Avenue.  Maybe in the back row 
enjoying even more than just watching a film! 

The Mascot was first opened on 12th 
January 1914, see photo left, and at that 
time had enough seats to accommodate 
some 750 people which was regarded as 
huge for any cinema at that time when 
bioscopes were the order of the day.  It 
had been designed to a high standard by 
local architect Norman Evans and 
included an orchestra pit; entertainment 
in those early days would have been not 
just the bioscope but also live shows on a 
stage. 
The cinema remained popular so much 
so that by early 1932, it closed to allow 
for extensive refurbishment work to be 
undertaken.  The building was enlarged 
and extended further down Beedell 
Avenue, specialist and new innovative 
materials were used in the entrance foyer.  

A pair of illuminated fountains greeted people entering and to their left was the staircase leading to the upper 
circle and a grand auditorium with fluted columns and fibrous plasterwork.  The newly enlarged cinema could 
now seat some 1,233 people.  Local builders James Flaxman & Sons Ltd completed the work to a very high 
standard. 
The cinema reopened to the public on 29th October 1932 with usherettes looking resplendent in new beige, 
strawberry and magenta outfits with silver braid and wearing matching berets.  It opened with the film A 
Successful Calamity, supported by Laurel & Hardy’s The County Hospital. 
During the 1940s the cinema changed ownership several times and in 1954 became part of the Essoldo circuit.  
A popular feature in the 1930s and 40s was a café where customers could enjoy a three-course meal if they 
wished.  In the early 1950s it was used regularly on a Friday evening for the “Mascot Band Show” with many 
local musicians, including the singing usherette, entertaining the customers. 
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The cinema’s life came to an abrupt end on the night of 27th October 1964 when vandals set off a number of 
fireworks inside which lead to a huge blaze. 

John Emberson was the first fireman to enter the 
building that fateful night.  He recalls his memories 
of the night: “It hadn’t been a particularly busy 
evening at the fire station that late October day but 
there would have been a heightened tension in the air 
that night, as there would at any of the nation’s fire 
stations with Bonfire Night approaching and 
fireworks already being available in the shops.  
Calls to fires at night always carry with them the 
potential for greater destruction of property, and that 
night was to prove no different.  I was designated No. 
1 on the machine at the beginning of the shift that 
afternoon - the man designated as No. 1 would then 
have been the first man to enter a burning building 
with a line of hose. My memory of events may have 
been clouded with the passage of time but I do recall 
arriving at the cinema and finding little to suggest 
this was to be much more than a run-of-the-mill 
incident: no flames piercing the night sky, no 
maidens calling from upstairs windows.  
But the officer in charge checked around the building 
and very quickly returned with the order to get a jet 
(line of hose) into the building. (Lines of hose deliver 
a great deal of water and were then used only on the 
biggest of fires.) Jets are only effective when taken 
into a fire - and that was where I was ordered to go. 

For a short while I recall being there in that massive auditorium on my own and experiencing debris falling 
down around me and the sound of crackling as timber burned close by while I directed the water around and 
above me. The common perception of a burning building is that it is always filled with choking smoke. I don’t 
recall that being the case here - the auditorium was too big for that. Thankfully it wasn’t long before I was 
joined by a colleague inside the building. It was a protracted incident and which kept most of the town’s fire 
cover occupied well into the morning daylight.” 
The roof of the building had been totally destroyed, there were also fears the front wall would collapse and so 
it was no surprise with just a shell remaining that the building was quickly recognised as a complete write off 
and had to be demolished.  The owners decided not to rebuild and eventually a retail outlet was constructed 
on the site and today is home to the Dulux Decorating Centre. David White 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

BACK SEATS I HAVE LOVED 
 
How many cinemas do you think have been in Southend and district over the years? Those of you of a younger 
nature will, of course, remember the ABC, Ritz and Odeon (whose initials stood for Oscar Deutsh Entertains 
Our Nation – I thought I’d throw that in). Oscar was a British businessman and entrepreneur born in 
Birmingham in 1893. 
Those of a certain age, i.e. late 60s, 70s, will remember Garons, Mascot, Essoldo, Plaza ‒ and even further 
back, the Gaumont, Strand, etc.  For those that lived in Leigh, you should remember the Coliseum and Corona, 
but may not remember two others – Henry’s Hall and Empire Palace. 
Henry’s Hall was built in 1912 on land at the corner of Maple Avenue and The Broadway, opposite the Grand 
Hotel.  On the front of the new building was a small balcony, on which Mr Henry Bridge, a local builder and 
owner, the Mayor and other local dignitaries gathered while the opening ceremony was performed by the 
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Rector of St. Clement’s Church, the Reverend King.  Later, the balcony had to be removed as it had not been 
given permission for construction. 
The premises had seating for some 600 people who paid an entry fee of between 3d and a shilling to see a 
range of entertainment from concerts to bioscope shows.  Unfortunately, the foundations had to be constantly 
pumped out because it had been built on the site of old ponds and in a somewhat boggy area. 
The venture proved not to be particularly commercially successful for Mr Bridge with low audiences leading 
to the bioscope shows finishing in 1915.  In 1923 the building was sold to Dossett’s Bakery who occupied the 
site until the late 1980s when it was then sold to Midel Cleaning Supplies.  In 2004 an application was made 
to demolish the building and erect flats. After a lot of objections from local residents, permission was 
eventually granted for flats in 2011.  
The Empire Palace was built in 1910 at the rear of the Grand Hotel, close to the junction between The 

Broadway and Leigh Road.  It provided 
seating for 400 people (later extended to 
provide a further 250 seats) and was the first 
cinema in Leigh.  The owner was a Mr 
Mitchell of Westcliff.  In 1930 it closed 
temporarily for the installation of a new 
sound system and by then was known 
simply as the Empire.  The Empire lasted 
until 1937 when it closed, then to be used as 
a garage and repair shop owned by Ted 
Overton Motors before its demolition in 
2009.  It is currently being used as a car 
park. 
Finally, in answer to the question posed in 
the very first line of this article, the number 
is a surprising total of 26. Duncan Cooper 

 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

DON’T THROW PEOPLE BELOW 
 

Do you remember visiting the pier in your younger days?  I often visited the pier as a young lad along with 
my pals; I was probably around 12, 13 or 14 years old at the time and the 
purpose of my trip was always to go fishing.  One Christmas I had been 
given a split cane fishing rod and reel so wanted to make the most of it. 
I remember the very end of the pier was always the most popular spot for 
fishing where there was a narrow pathway, no more than about one metre 
wide, extending around the very end of the pier (see photo left).  Fishing 
rods leaned up against the railings along this section and meant no one could 
really walk round without causing an upset to someone.  You had to be early 
to grab one of these prime spots. We were never able to get into this location, 
or when we could it was too windy, and usually settled for somewhere 
further back and often against the railings alongside the train station.  We 
found the station wall gave a bit of respite from an easterly wind in those 
days. 
If you went onto the upper deck of the pier, all along the edge at about two 
metres intervals were signs stating ‘Don’t Throw People Below’ which 
always amused me.  It related back to the days when people on the lower 
deck would have been boarding the ships alongside and didn’t want you 
dropping whatever onto their heads, but as young lads we preferred the 
double meaning. 
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When I say me and my pals went fishing, the truth is of course we did do a bit of fishing but quickly bored of 
that and would go off on an adventure; leaving our rods tied with a rod bag to the railings to stop that monster 
fish we always expected to catch from pulling the rod over and into the sea. Our adventures would inevitably 
take us to the lower deck ‒ closed these days to the public but not then, although I doubt being closed would 
have stopped us.  Along the edges at this level was a simple chain suspended between uprights to stop you 
falling over into the sea – certainly wouldn’t meet health & safety needs of today.  More than that you had 
direct access to the metal supports and cross members to the pier and as young lads we would dare each other 
to climb along these supports and to stand on a cross section, comprising barnacle-covered metal tubes about 
an inch or so in diameter, and immediately over the water.  We’d even play a game of tag where you had to 
keep moving across struts and away from one person to stop getting tagged by them, making us venture even 
further from safety. 

As an adult, I have 
looked at the areas we 
used to access as boys 
and wonder how on 
earth we ever had the 
nerve to climb out as 
we did, clearly no fear 
at that age.  It is a 
wonder no one ever 
fell into the sea but I 
guess we were agile 
and nimble enough to 
be sure of our own 
safety.  If you want to 
see an image of the 
lower deck of the pier, 
take a look back at 

issue number 5 where, on page 6, Margaret tells of her memories on this slippery deck and the incoming tide. 
The photo above shows the sort of strutting and supports we would clamber about on. David White 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

HOCKLEY SPA 
 

The Victorian Spa Pump Room is perhaps the best-known building in 
Hockley, standing in a commanding position at the junction of Spa Road, 
Main Road and Southend Road. It was built in 1842 following the discovery 
of a medicinal spring on the site four years earlier. 
In 1838, an elderly couple, Robert Clay and his wife Letitia, retired to 
Hockley from Cheltenham, famous for its natural waters. They rented a 
cottage and dug a well in the garden to supply them with a fresh water 
supply. Letitia was asthmatic and claimed that water from the well gave her 
relief from her symptoms and declared the water to be medicinal. The Clays 
renamed their cottage Hockley Spa Lodge and decided to try and capitalise 
on their discovery in an endeavour to emulate the success of other spas in 
the country, like Bath, Harrogate and Royal Tunbridge Wells. They sought 
advice from a local businessman, William Summersall, who later became 
the manager of the spa, on how to build a pumping room to access larger 
amounts of water. He advised them to invite Dr. A. B. Granville, an expert 
on natural spas and their medicinal value, to test the water. Granville was 

impressed and sent samples to Sir Richard Phillips, a leading authority on natural consumables whose 
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authority was highly valued by the public. Granville authored a book The Spas of England in which he 
mentioned Hockley Spa with the result that the spa became well-known nationally. 
The Clays appointed James Lockyer (1796-1875), a London-based architect, to design a pump room, which 
was conceived in the Italian style and completed in 1842. Inside, there was wainscot panelling with oak 
features. The tables were made of marble and rosewood, the walls had gold leaf detailing, and the chimney 
pieces were marble. The pump was located in a circular recess opposite the landing and was made mostly 
of satinwood and glass, mounted on a veined marble table with a yellow glass handle and silver spout. 
The foundation stone was laid at the back of the pump in the head of the recess.  
 The Pump Room opened for business on 8 June 1843, and celebrated with a banquet for 150 guests, including 
the town's gentry and their City of London acquaintances. The Clay's claimed that the water could heal 
asthma, indigestion, and infections of the liver, kidneys and bladder. The business flourished and the water 
became so much in demand that it was bottled and distributed to other countries.  
However, by 1848 the fashion for spas was falling in favour of sea bathing at resorts such as Southend, and 
the number of visitors to Hockley Spa rapidly declined. The Pump Room, together with the adjacent Spa 
Hotel, built in 1842 to cater for patrons of the spa, was put up for sale. Records show the Pump Room being 
used as a Baptist Chapel in 1857, but by 1880 being abandoned completely. Later, the Pump Room became 
a billiard hall. From 1947 the building was used as a clothing factory, and today the Pump Room is in private 
ownership. In 1972, it was designated a Grade II listed building by Historic England.  
In the Essex volume of The Buildings of England, Nikolaus Pevsner described the Pump Room as ‘a modest 
building as Pump Rooms go, but of course of quite a different order from what the village knew until then’, 
and the Spa Hotel as ‘of no special architectural interest’. Jim Sanctuary 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

UNCLE JIM 
 

Each year on Remembrance Day I especially 
remember my great uncle, James Tompson 
Sanctuary, who lost his life in The Great War.  
Always known in the family as ‘Uncle Jim’, he 
was born in September 1889 at Hendon, where 
his father James Sanctuary was a Police 
Inspector. His mother Louise (nee Blackledge) 
was left a widow when James Sanctuary, then 
stationed at Finchley, suffered a severe stroke 
and passed away. He was only 39 and Louise 
was left with three young children, James and 
brother Arthur, and sister Daisy. 
In 1900 Louise applied for James to be 
educated at Christ’s Hospital School (also 
known as The Blue Coat School from the 
uniform worn by the boys) which took in 
children who had lost a parent, were orphaned 
or were from a poor family. He was accepted 
in 1901 and proved to be an excellent scholar, 
awarded the Rokeby Medal for his academic 
achievements in the 1904 Mids. James left 
school in 1906 and obtained employment as a 
bank clerk. 
He joined the Royal Naval Reserve (see photo 
left) and in 1914 was serving on HMS Queen 
as Assistant Paymaster. Later, he was 

promoted to Paymaster and served on board HMS Bombala, a ‘Q-ship’ (see photo page 6). These appeared to 
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be cargo vessels, but were actually heavily armed ships, the guns being concealed as part of the superstructure. 
They were designed to lure German submarines into making surface attacks giving the ‘Q-ships’ the chance 
to open fire and sink them ‒ a very dangerous but usually successful strategy. 
On April 9th 1918, he wrote to his niece, Madeleine (Tony, Malcolm and Rosemary’s mother, and Tricia and 
my aunt) saying that he hoped to return home soon ... but sadly this was not to be. On April 18th 1918, loaded 
with coal and ammunition the Bombala sailed from Gibraltar for Sierra Leone. On April 25th, when she was 

off the coast of West Africa at Cape 
Blanc, an enemy submarine was sighted 
on the port quarter and began to open fire 
on Bombala. A second submarine was 
then sighted on the starboard bow and 
also opened fire. The ship was hit and 
badly damaged. However, the crew were 
able to open fire on the submarines, the 
action lasting for two and a half hours 
before the Captain of Bombala gave the 
order to abandon ship. All hands were 
ordered to the lifeboats, but only two 
were of any use as the other five had 
been badly damaged by gunfire. Some of 
the survivors were picked up by one of 
the German submarines, but 46 crew 
members were left in the two lifeboats, 

many seriously injured.  
Only one lifeboat made landfall, after eight days at sea with little food and no fresh water. During that time, 
eleven hands had died, leaving fourteen to reach the shore. However, many died from exhaustion and it appears 
that only two hands survived, trekking inland where they were rescued by Arabs. So, what became of Uncle 
Jim? According to the Admiralty report of the incident, the Paymaster, my great uncle Jim, was on the second 
lifeboat that was never seen again.  
James Tompson Sanctuary’s name is commemorated on the Chatham Naval Memorial which overlooks the 
town. Following his tragic death, in his memory my father, myself, my son and grandson were all baptised 
with the name James. His Christian name lives on and he will not be forgotten. 
Below are photographs of the Rokeby Medal, his Death Plaque, also known as the Dead Man’s Penny (with 
his middle name incorrectly spelt), and his WW1 medals. Jim Sanctuary 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Did a member of your family lose their life fighting for our country? Drop Jim a line with their story. 


